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The Ultimate Guide to Strap-On Sex HarperElement
100,000 COPIES IN PRINT! The long-taboo subject of consensual
BDSM (bondage/discipline,dominance/submission, sadomasochism) is
coming "out of the closet" - much to the delight of the millions
of adults who enjoy engaging in bondage, spanking, erotic role-
playing and similar consensual practices. With chapters on
everything from partner-seeking to afterplay, including step-by-
step guides to bondage, spanking, flagellation, roleplay, erotic
torment and much more, Jay Wiseman's SM 101 has taught the
fundamentals of safe, exciting SM to tens of thousands of people
of all genders and orientations! "If you want to read SM
nonfiction that has a pulse and passion, that inspires as much as
it instructs, SM 101 is the book for you." - Joseph Bean, Drummer
SM 101 Routledge
Much of what we’ve “heard” about BDSM and the lifestyle is wrong. Our opinions on this lifestyle
and art form are oftentimes shaped by other people who have heard something about it and perhaps
embellished it to the point of perpetuating myths. The truth is that BDSM is not degrading towards
women, and it’s also a concept that you will find is not “scary.” And even the “pain” that is
spoken of is not the type of pain people think it is. This book is written for Doms/Masters in training. It
is written for you, the average guy or gal, who doesn’t already have a closet full of leather and whips,
and who really has little idea about what BDSM is besides what they’ve heard about it. What you are
going to find out, is that the Dom/Master actually has the more complicated role. The master has the
task of giving pleasure and discipline to the slave or sub. A great deal of what you do as a Dom will be for
the benefit of a sub. You must derive pleasure from giving, have a great desire to please a partner, and

not simply take what you want. Still interested? Good. Now that we know you’re a REAL master in
training, one that will respect the rules, respect the slave you have power over, and follow protocol, you
can begin your Dom training. Only then can you truly earn the utmost respect and admiration from your
sub. In Volume 1 of this series we are going to discuss: - How to think and act like a Dom - What the
slave expects from you - What not to do and what instincts you do NOT want to follow - Your
motivation and your goals - How to find out a sub’s taboo - How to negotiate, find agreement and
ensure that game play is always safe - How to make a slave yearn for you and desire to be controlled by
you - And much more...
The Ultimate Guide to Sex After Fifty SCB Distributors
The complete self-help book on cunnilingus for everyone who would like to enjoy cunnilingus—women and men!
Sex educator Violet Blue tells you all you need to know to give and receive exquisite oral pleasure: * For all
women—heterosexual, lesbian, bisexual—and men who desire hot oral encounters * How to introduce cunnilingus
into your sexual repertoire * How to negotiate oral sex with a reluctant partner * Clear, illustrated guide to women's
anatomy * Helpful tips on preparation and hygiene—including shaving and waxing * Building trust and talking about
your desires * Advanced positions and techniques * Toys, games, fantasy and power play * Complete guide to helpful
resources—videos, books, and websites * Plus, explicit stories of women enjoying cunnilingus by best-selling erotica
author Alison Tyler

Kink 101 Quiver Books
The first complete guide to dildos and harnesses! For everyone interested in strap-on
play—women and men of all sexual orientations and genders. Here's everything you need to
know to have great strap-on sex: * How to choose vibrators, dildos, and harnesses, and get the
most out of your sex toys * How to introduce sex toys into partner sex * Tips and techniques to
make you a strap-on stud * Adapting strap-on sex for self-stimulation * Using dildos and
harnesses in anal sex * Packing, genderbending, and fantasy * A guide to strap-on use for men
* Clit pumping and other advanced sexual techniques * Fairy Butch's guide to selecting
lubricants * Plus, a comprehensive resource guide of books, magazines, retail and mail order
outlets
Screw the Roses, Send Me the Thorns Cleis Pr
Kinky sex is fun, playful, exciting, and exhilarating. But it can also be dark and more than a little
wild. If you want to put some "50 Shades of Grey" kind of adventure into your bedroom
repertoire, but don't know where to begin, The Little Book of Kink is for you. Popular sexologist
Jessica O'Reilly shows you how to take sex from nice to naughty with techniques for hotter
blowjobs, mind-blowingly orgasmic positions, exciting bondage and sensation play, and hot role-
playing scenarios. Jessica O’Reilly provides you with specific scenarios and techniques for each
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activity, including props, dialogue and mind-play to make the experience as hot as possible. Make
your fantasies a reality with help from The Little Book of Kink!
The Heart of Dominance Simon and Schuster
You can't get what you unless you ask for it! "My favorite thing when I'm working with clients is when their eyes
go wide with the 'ah-ha' moment that they really can have the sex life of their dreams. It's my hope that with this
book, you can as well."--Stella Harris Sex is still a touchy subject despite recent sex-positive advances. We live
in a culture that vilifies people who are sexually adventurous and frames our kinks as shame-inducing
perversions. Many people have never been able to talk openly about sex with their partner(s). But, you can get
what you want out of the bedroom--if you ask for it. Why should anyone settle for mediocre sex?! Whether
addressing sexual frustration with your partner, trying out new fantasies, or negotiating the terms of a BDSM
scene, Stella Harris believes that communication skills are vital to sexual fulfillment. Tongue Tied gives readers
straightforward advice on how to conquer their fears, identify their needs, and feel positively empowered. Harris
charmingly takes readers through all aspects of communication, from basic interpersonal skills to negotiation
advice for expert-level kink play. Learn how to have fun, embrace silly moments, support your loved ones, and
take personal responsibility for your desires. An incredible guide full of exercises, tools, and personal examples,
Tongue Tied is a must-read for people of every experience level and relationship status.

The Ultimate Guide to Kink Cleis Press
The population over age 50 is larger than ever in history. According to the U.S. Census Bureau,
32.1 percent of the U.S. population were age 50 and over in 2011. This demographic is also
healthier, more aware, more youthful, and more vocal than any previous older generation.
Thanks to ongoing medical discoveries, the sexual revolution, and the Internet, today’s seniors
are also sexier than ever — or at least they’re now willing to talk and ask about sex as never
before. They are the generation that discovered clitoral orgasms, vibrators, and Viagra, and
there’s no stopping the thirst for knowledge and pleasure now. Since 2005, Joan Price has
penned Better Than I Ever Expected: Straight Talk About Sex After Sixty and emerged as the go-
to sexpert for the over-50 population. Price's savvy advice, honesty, helpfulness, and humor
garnered awareness in the media, in professional circles of therapists and sex educators, and
among the huge population of people over 50 who hunger for real information from an age
appropriate author. Price tackles it all in this definitive guide to sex and aging: health, fun (and
function), disability, dating, illness, orgasms, G-spots, P-spots, polyamory, kink, and much more.
Complete Shibari Weiser Books
From A to Z, everything you need to understand about women's orgasms - what works, what doesn't and why.

The Little Book of Kink Simon and Schuster
As Kinky as You Wanna Be is not an instruction book. It won't teach you how to tie up your
squirming lover or choose the proper lube. Rather, it teaches you how to be a kinky person who
has safe, sane, and smart experiences. Like a tourist's guide to BDSM, As Kinky as You Wanna
Be offers a road map to your own kinky self. This book helps you discover which kinky
countries you want to visit, gives you tips and techniques on the language of BDSM, and helps
you navigate the customs and rituals of the kink community. With sections on discovering your
pleasures; talking about kink with your partner, your family, or your doctor; staying physically
and mentally safe; putting your kinky dreams into practice; and dealing with difficult situations,
As Kinky as You Wanna Be is your guide and confidant. The book features informative
interviews with BDSM experts such as Jay Wiseman and Lee Harrington, and it is sprinkled with
stories from top erotica authors like Janine Ashbless and Rachel Kramer Bussel. Whether your

first kinky experience or thousandth, As Kinky as You Wanna Be guides you — safely and
smartly.
Decoding Your Kink Cleis Press
Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about how to have a threesome—plus everything you’d never
think to ask! The Ultimate Guide to Threesomes will teach you how to have ethical, consensual
encounters that give pleasure to everyone involved. Fantasy exploration, finding threesome partners,
making your dreams come true—sex educator Stella Harris guides you through the whole process. You’ll
also find plenty of positions and scenarios for beginners and veterans alike, plus information about safer
sex and aftercare. And if you want threesomes to stay a fantasy? That’s okay too! This book teaches
how to use threesomes in dirty talk and role play. Whether you’re just starting out on your threesome
journey, or you’ve been having threesomes for years, you’ll find something here to suit your needs.
Harris is used to hearing, “Wow, I never thought of that!”—what new ideas will you find in these pages?
Kama Sutra Sex Guide for Couples Cleis Press
Two decades ago, this book (and its companion volume, The New Bottoming Book) began teaching tens of
thousands of people the joyous arts of BDSM topping and bottoming - not just "how-to," but "why-to"... the
insider details of emotional support and ethical interaction during kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity
of BDSM, and the blossoming of the Internet as a source of information and connection, have created a whole
new universe of possibilities for players. Now, the completely updated revised New Topping Book gives even
more insights and ideas, updated for a new millennium, about how to be a successful, popular player! "Easton
and Hardy tackle the Top... and bring that elusive critter down neatly and with a certain flair. This is good stuff,
important stuff... an excellent guide to topping, both for the rank novice and for the player who just wants words
to put to all the thoughts and feelings that have resisted categorization." - Laura Antoniou, Sandmutopian
Guardian
Women and Kink Cleis Press
The Heart of Dominance is a how-to guide to the concepts and skills at the heart of consensual
dominance. If you are new to dominance, still figuring out just what it's all about or what you want it to
mean to you, then this book will provide you with a solid foundation from which to start. If you already
practice dominance and are interested in improving your ability to create deep and lasting power
dynamics then you'll find many advanced concepts and concrete techniques to integrate into your own
personal style. If you have an interest in the bedrock principles of inspiring, deepening, maintaining and
enjoying control over a person who dearly, desperately wants you to control them, then this book is for
you.
BDSM. A Guide for Explorers of Extreme Eroticism Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
About the series... Shibari is the Japanese-inspired art of tying a subject to not only immobilize them, but
to do so elegantly and beautifully - creating an intimate and erotic experience for both the subject and
the person tying. Adopted by rope enthusiasts all over the world, shibari (literally "to tie" or "to bind") is
a cornerstone of erotic rope art and the subject of captivating performances and photographs. However,
in-depth resources for learning the art are difficult to obtain, making shibari intimidating, obscure and
difficult to master... Until now. The Complete Shibari series is the most complete and accessible English-
language guide to shibari ever published. Author Douglas Kent strips away shibari's mystery and reveals
how to create visually stunning compositions with rope and the human form... in your own home or play
space. About Complete Shibari: Land Complete Shibari Volume 1: Land explores the essential ground-
based ties and forms of shibari. With short, clear explanations and over 450 lavish, step-by-step
illustrations and photographs, Douglas Kent introduces the basic "building blocks", then guides you in
applying those basics to create a full range of beautiful and exciting ground-based shibari ties. This is
not a "knot book" - if you can tie an overhand knot, you already know half the knots you'll ever need.
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This practical, hands-on guide to doing shibari covers everything from choosing and preparing rope, to
scene safety, to the techniques... and the reasoning behind the techniques. Complete Shibari Volume 1:
Land is a ground-breaking, must-have book for anyone interested in playing with rope. Buy it today and
tie tonight!
The Ultimate Guide to Threesomes Simon and Schuster
Whether you're a trembling novice or a jaded expert, there's always something new to be discovered in
the endlessly changing, complex and titillating world of kink. While there are plenty of other books out
there that explain how to give a spanking or tie a half-hitch, Playing Well With Others is the first book
that explains kink *culture* -- the munches, parties, leather bars, conferences, workshops, fetish nights,
exploratoriums and all the other gatherings of kinksters that turn BDSM and leather from a bedroom
predilection to a lifestyle and a community. You'll learn to: • Examine your own motivations, needs,
wants and desires • Ease your way into established communities • Understand etiquette in different
adventurous sex communities • Familiarize yourself with the many types of events available to you •
Care for your relationships as you explore new territory • Negotiate for play and aftercare • Go back to
the “world at large” without ruffling feathers • ...and, of course, answer the all-important question: What
do you wear?! The team of Harrington and Williams offers 30-plus years of experience in diverse kink
communities: top, bottom and switch; gay, bi and straight; female, male and trans; white and POC. Both
former titleholders and international educators, they are an unbeatable pair of "sexual sherpas" with an
inimitable voice and a great deal of wisdom. Playing Well With Others is an unprecedented and essential
guidebook for anyone who wants to explore or understand the "community" aspect of the kink lifestyle.
As Kinky as You Wanna Be: Your Guide to Safe, Sane and Smart BDSM Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
A step-by-step guide that clearly illustrates how to turn great knots into great bondage. When
Two Knotty boys, Dan and JD, began teaching rope bondage together they discovered that
people learn best when they are shown close up how to tie knots and combine them with bondage
techniques. They replicate this learning process with over 750 photos by acclaimed fetish
photographer Ken Marcus and a wealth of captions, delivered in a lighthearted style, offering the
world of safe BDSM to a new, curious audience.
Friendly Fetish Cleis Press
Highly acclaimed Decoding Your Kink - Guide to Explore Share and Enjoy Your Wildest Sexual
Desires, gets rave reviews! "Visionary...Masterful...Groundbreaking...Cutting Edge...Worth its
Weight in Diamonds ... Highly Recommended...A Must Read" These are some of the
exclamations from prominent sex positive psychologists, therapists and Kink sex educators who
offered pre-publication reviews of Decoding Your Kink. Decoding Your Kink, by leading Fetish
Sex educator, researcher and sex-positive therapist Galen Fous MTP, offers ground-breaking
psychological insight into the emerging global renaissance of sexual exploration, orientation and
identity particularly in the realm of Kink. The book includes extensive guidelines to embrace
one's authentic sexuality, decode an array of Kink fantasies, and access the ecstatic sexual depths
inherent in anyone's wildest sexual desires. Techniques are offered to negotiate honestly for what
one desires, create profound trust between partners, and begin to resolve old shame, trauma and
fear about one's authentic sexuality. Decoding Your Kink provides easy to follow practices for
individuals and partners to safely share their deepest intimacies. Once trust is built, partners may
access mind shattering orgasmic states offered by conscious expression of their most taboo

Kinky yearnings. Also included in the book are revealing and provocative analysis of people's
kinkiest fantasies gleaned from over 2000 participants in the innovative Discover Your Personal
Erotic Myth Survey. Fous developed this anonymous 40-question survey in support of his
research into the nature of a recently visible sexual identity he defines as Fetishsexuality, aka
Kink. "This book conveys what I have learned about Conscious Kink and D/s-BDSM sexuality
over the last 15 years as a Fetish-positive therapist, researcher and public advocate for sex-
positive values. It includes reporting and case studies from the 100's of singles and couples I've
supported who desired to come to terms with old experiences of shame, fear and trauma, and
understand how to embody their edgiest sexual fantasies. I share hard earned insights from my
personal journey into the Kink lifestyle as well." Galen Fous MTP "Galen Fous is a visionary,
providing a clear and courageous roadmap for anyone looking to undo the shackles of societally
induced sexual shame and go on a journey to discover his or her own Personal Erotic Myth." - Dr.
Michael Aaron, NYC sex therapist. "Galen Fous smooths the path and leads you through the
predicaments, pleasures, enticements and outrageous glories of Kink. His genuine, unique voice
is outstanding and heartwarming. A must read!" Limor Blockman, PhD, Clinical Sex Therapist,
Playboy Radio Host, www.DrLimor.com "Nobody struggles more with the feeling that their
erotic desires are 'wrong' or 'broken' than the man or woman who otherwise fits easily into
mainstream culture - the heterosexual man and woman into dominance and submission and
BDSM. 'Decoding Your Kink' is worth its weight in diamonds to such strugglers, offering them a
sensible and nurturing path to self-knowledge, self-acceptance and the erotic intensity we all
crave and too few ever obtain." - Janet W. Hardy, coauthor, The Ethical Slut, The New
Bottoming Book and more "Galen Fous' unique insights on a subject much maligned and
misunderstood is a primer for individuals interested in exploring the world of kink. It provides
guidelines, case studies and personal experiences to assist the reader in shedding their shame and
discovering their authentic sexuality." - Susana Mayer, Ph.D., Clinical Sexologist,
theEroticliterarysalon.com
Playing Well With Others Cleis Press
Based on original research from nearly 1,600 women from the kink community, this book takes you on a
journey into the motivations, meanings, and benefits of kink, in these women’s own words. Women and
Kink presents a diverse range of personal and intimate stories about life, love, relationships, kink, sex,
self-discovery, growth, resilience, community, and more. The book offers insight into the breadth of the
kink community, with chapters discussing different aspects of kink and forms of engagement, both
individually and within relationships. Filled throughout with personal vignettes and examples, the
authors provide commentary, reflection questions, and thought-provoking considerations to readers who
are looking to explore a new area of their life. By exploring personal stories of love, alternative
sexualities, and reasons for participating in the "unconventional," the book supports and empowers each
reader to build a relationship and life that best suits their needs. It is also an illuminating resource for sex
therapists, counselors, and other mental health professionals interested in developing a kink-affirmative
practice.
The New Bottoming Book Independently Published
The Ultimate Guide to Sex and Disability is the first complete sex guide for people who live with
disabilities, pain, illness, or chronic conditions. Useful for absolutely everyone, regardless of age,
gender, or sexual orientation, the book addresses a wide range of disabilities — from chronic
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fatigue, back pain, and asthma to spinal cord injury, hearing and visual impairment, multiple
sclerosis, and more. Expertly written by a medical doctor, a sex educator, and a disability activist,
The Ultimate Guide provides readers with encouragement, support, and all the information they
need to create a sex life that works for them. The authors cover all aspects of sex and disability,
including building a positive sexual self-image; positions to minimize stress and maximize
pleasure; dealing with fatigue or pain during sex; finding partners and talking with partners about
sex and disability; adapting sex toys; and more.
The Ultimate Guide to Orgasm for Women Cleis Press
Light-hearted and fun to read, SCREW THE ROSES, SEND IN THE THORNS tells readers
everything they need (and want!) to know about sadomasochism. Deeply committed to the blend
of trust, fantasy and sensuality that makes S/M an intensely erotic and deeply intimate
experience, Miller and Devon here offer everyone - from the complete novice to the well-
practised sub or dom - clear explanations, solid advice, safety measures and steamy suggestions.
Illustrated with over 225 photos and illustrations, the book also includes a glossary and 30-page
resources listing.
The Ultimate Guide to Sexual Fantasy Cleis Press Start
Described by Salon as 'the bible of female anal sex,' The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women
is a comprehensive and creative guide to anal pleasure. Tristan Taormino offers the kind of
informed reassurance that can encourage even an absolute beginner to explore this nerve-rich
part of the body, either alone or with a partner of any gender. Beginning by dispelling common
myths about anal eroticism, Taormino goes on to illustrate anatomy, give tips on building trust
and communicating desires, providing reliable, easy-to-understand information.
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